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 Hello, a problem has happened with the password list and I cant log in to swat because of it. I checked the forums for a solution
but can't find anything. So Im here to ask for some help. The problem is that I cant get into swat at all with the password of

"Swatstickman" because I think that is now in a non-standard place. It is now in the usual place for characters and upper case is
not needed. But I was wondering if someone could tell me how to get into swat with the password of "Swatstickman". The

password has to be "Swatstickman". d0t89. (Mavie) 13:14, 1 October 2012 (UTC) Re: Low on character count passwords In
order for the admin to resolve the reported problem, you need to share your settings file with the admin, as the admin may need

to change the password if you've set a custom password. --Rahul 07:00, 3 October 2012 (UTC) Hi, its me again, I was
wondering if you can see anything wrong with this link, it is for a website that has the password "backbone.fugged." and I am
not sure if thats a little too long. --Rahul 06:42, 4 October 2012 (UTC) Its a reference to the character limit for a password in
the FAQ. Its only 14 characters and since "fugged" is the only place where that phrase appears, we can assume it's intentional

and has no other place on the wiki, so its not too long. Check on google for how many characters it can accept on your browser
(most likely should be 14) and on the page you're on (seems to be 14 or more on most sites, especially online banking), and use

that. That's what I'd do if I was you, but no need to expect hostility for asking on the forums if you're new. --Rahul 06:45, 4
October 2012 (UTC) User: you logged on with a blank password? hello mavie, if you want to do something useful, you can at

least edit out the links that nobody's ever used, or add a note to the above post for those who haven't read the pages on the
subject. --Rahul 11:53, 3 October 2012 (UTC) Re 82157476af
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